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Google+

● users (linked to GMail accounts)
○ real names
○ user info (personal, professional, …)
○ interests
○ education

● links between users
○ directed relationship
○ users organized into circles
○ publish-to-circle
○ subscribe-to-all-circles (can narrow down)



Google+ main results

● 7 of the 20 top users are IT professionals
● 1% of users share contact information
● lots of single males share home phone
● sharing differs greatly between countries
● physical distance crucial in formation of links
● global and national links differ greatly by 

country

















degree distribution

power law distribution typical of human social networks

policy-based cutoff



reciprocity

Which service has higher reciprocity?



reciprocity

● Google+ has higher reciprocity of links than 
Twitter

● probable cause: fewer big media outlets on 
Google+



clustering coefficient

clustering = probability 
that two neighbors of a 
node are neighbors of 
each other (triangles)

Google+ has higher 
clustering coefficients 
(=more personal usage?)



strongly connected components

one weakly connected component from crawl
measure number and size of SCCs



degrees of separation



social graph statistics



geographic quiz

put the following countries in descending order 
of per-capita GDP

Russia, China, US, Germany, Japan



internet penetration



country shares among Google+ 
users



Google+ adoption



information sharing by country



path mile distribution of Google+ 
users



average path mile by country



link distribution across countries



conclusions (from paper)

● shorter path lengths, but probably due to 
size and novelty (?)

● penetration info useful for marketing and for 
guiding expansion

● significantly different privacy behavior across 
countries

● significantly different inward-looking/ 
outward-looking behaviors



observations

● longitudinal observations would make this 
significantly more useful

● structure of network depends on complex 
cultural, social, linguistic, etc. factors

● analysis by machine learning, e.g. predict 
probability of a link between two users based 
on distance, country, languages, profession, 
etc.



Evolution of Social 
Attribute Networks

Gong et. al, IMC 2012



main goals

Creation of a Google+ dataset

Capture both state and evolution over time

Evaluation and evolution of metrics

Creation of a generative model



social attribute networks



network structure



growth in # links



evolution of reciprocity and social 
density

Social density = ratio of links to nodes. Increasing in citation and affiliation networks, Facebook. 
Fluctuates on Flickr, fairly constant on E-mail.

Phases: (1) many people join, but not many friends yet, (2) like social networks, (3) public release 
of Google+ causes drop, then rises as before.



evolution of diameter

same three phases

not huge differences

for most networks, 
shrinks over time



clustering

constant for E-mail, 
unknown for others

slow increase in phase 2, 
suggesting community 
formation



distribution of in/outdegrees

where have we seen a log normal distribution before?



evolution of degree distributions



joint degree distribution

average in-degree of nodes 
attaching to nodes with a 
given out-degree

increasing = high-degree 
tends to connect to high-
degree



assortativity

correlation coefficient of 
JDD

typically positive for 
social networks, 
negative for pub/sub

near 0 for Google+ = 
hybrid network?



attribute structure



attribute density & clustering

Attribute density: |Ea|/|Va|

Clustering density for attributes: “third link” is social link, so propensity for attributes to form 
communities.

NB: this includes attributes like “city” etc.



distributions of attribute-induced 
degrees



assortativity of attributes



comment… are these well chosen?

Interesting questions about the relationship 
between attributes and the social graph.

Why “extend” graph analysis?

What are some of the things wrong with this 
approach?

What are better approaches?



social network structure vs 
attributes



observations on Google+ 
measurements

● When viewed as a graph structure, the 
attribute graph has different kinds of 
distributions and behaviors from the social 
graph.

● The attribute graph influences the social 
graph in “interesting” ways.

● Some attributes have stronger influence than 
others.

(duh!)



generative model



preferential attachment

Build a network by adding nodes one at a time.

Nodes attach to existing nodes with a 
probability related to their degree. Extension: 
number of shared attributes a.



triangle closing

Friend requests to friends of friends. Do 
attributes improve triangle closing?

gamma-a: attribute neighbors, gamma-s: social neighbors

14% better than baseline

36% better than RR



generative model



Zheleva model



statistical comparison
Gong et al. vs Zhel



statistical comparison
Gong et al. vs Zhel



application validation:
Sybil Defense

Sybil attack (Wikipedia).

In a Sybil attack the attacker subverts the reputation 
system of a peer-to-peer network by creating a large 
number of pseudonymous identities, using them to gain a 
disproportionately large influence. (AKA “sockpuppets”)

Simple Sybil defense: limit node connectivity.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reputation_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reputation_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peer-to-peer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudonymity


application performance prediction 
with different models



application validation: subverting 
onion routing on social graph



generative model summary

● model matches statistics of Google+ better 
than Zhel model

● model performs better for two tested 
applications



generative model - purpose

We build generative models for several 
reasons:

● validate our understanding of the 
mechanisms building up the network

● create data for predicting application 
performance

● model the effects of interventions


